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continues to grow. This year, Kunio Kaida topped the top three authors for Sanction to re-release their flagship summer bestseller War Criminals. A year earlier, a Taiwanese author managed to top the list of authors whose works were released in the main thematic print edition "Issue #2" (Young King). In that... ...in March 2011, when his bestseller The Last Express was released in the US.
Today, Matsuto Asato continues to bring joy to readers, like many of his other authors, with his new works. A Reuters correspondent was able to interview the author, who talks about how he became a successful writer, and what he eventually managed to achieve in terms of literary royalties and recognition. "I would like everyone who reads my novels to know that in order to... Entry ID: 190.
In May 2016, Shueisha announced a cover competition for his first novel of the year. The promotion will last until May 31, after which it will end. First and second place authors will each receive 40,000, and third place will have to pay 25,000.According to the publication, a preview on the publisher's website is still available only to those who have become the owner of... This block is
dedicated to new crafts in the style of anime, manga, as well as graphic novels that appeared from 2014 to 2015. Each of them tells us about a particular event. I call them "cat books". This genre has a huge number of different stories - this is the "human boom" (Regulation of Genre), and "boys from hell" (Action of Exiled), and ... About the most famous and popular Asian web analytics again
on behalf of our publishing house. This time we decided to talk not so much about strategy and tactics, but about the assessment that an online project should apply in the overall assessment of competitive opportunities. Of course, we are interested in
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